
START PLANNING FOR
OUTDOOR EVENTS

ZOOM FLEX FLAGS

The Zoom Flex Flag is ideal for 

sporting events and arenas, 

concerts, festivals, or to help 

draw attention. The 

wind-resistant flags are 

available in four shapes – 

Feather, Straight, Teardrop and 

Edge and come in a variety of 

sizes with the option for single 

or double sided graphics.

Outdoor portable displays and signs are perfect for outdoor events, 
including concerts, fairs, festivals, and farmer’s markets. Deliver 

impactful messages and branding with ease.



POPUP BAR

The portable Popup Bar™ is an expandable, wheeled sampling and 

serving station perfect for any event, indoor or outdoor! Easily 

advertise and promote on the fully customized fabric graphics on the 

front and sides! 

ZOOM FLEX OUTDOOR BILLBOARD

The Zoom™ Flex Outdoor Billboard is a strong, flexible outdoor 

billboard for promotional and event use. It is sturdy, yet flexible and 

can withstand winds up to 14 MPH!

BARRICADE COVERS

Barricade Covers deliver important guidance, promote, and 

advertise, all while serving as crowd control! Simply slip the cover 

over the frame, and zip on the side to close.

The Zoom Flex Flag is idea for 

sporting events and arenas, 

concerts, festivals, or to help 

draw attention. The 

wind-resistant flags are 

available in four shapes – 

Feather, Straight, Teardrop and 

Edge and come in a variety of 

sizes with the option for single 

or double sided graphics.



The Zoom™ Flex Outdoor Billboard is a strong, flexible outdoor 

billboard for promotional and event use. It is sturdy, yet flexible and 

can withstand winds up to 14 MPH!

ZOOM FLEX ARCH

The Zoom™ Arch is an outdoor 

arch-shaped flag. It combines 

flexible fiber poles and flag 

graphics to draw attention! 

Ideal for outdoor sporting and 

musical events, gas stations, 

car dealerships and more!

ZOOM TENTS

Zoom Popup Tents help advertise 

and promote, while providing 

shelter and shade! The custom 

printed canopy is UV and water 

resistant and makes your message 

stand out in a crowd. Choose from 

5’, 10’ and 20’ sizes and enhance 

messaging and branding with 

custom printed graphics and 

accessories.

OUTDOOR BANNERS & GRAPHICS

For outdoor stage sets, events and advertising, we o�er fabric and 

outdoor flag material up to 16ft wide, and vinyl banners up to 10ft 

wide.


